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Highlights
Americas
 Ida hurricane causes considerable damage and disruption to
USGC
 WTI crude futures rose sharply this week on falling US
crude stock
 Gasoline demand increased by 6,000 b/d to 9.578 mn b/d
 RBOB gasoline futures settled 1.7pc higher this week
 Orthoxylebne (OX) contract price fell by 3.7pc

Europe
 North Sea Dated crude rose as US stocks fall; Naphtha margins eased on increased supply; Gasoline recovered but export
demand stalled.
 The September toluene CP was confirmed at $750/t.
 PX prices tracked the volatility in the upstream energy
markets.
 Europe attracts OX imports from India and southeast Asia.
 PET imports from Asia-Pacific remain reduced.

Asia-Pacific
 Toluene prices rose again this week along with gains in
crude futures and higher settlements in downstream prices.
 Weaker downstream PTA and polyester sectors pressured
paraxylene prices. Production margins over feedstock naphtha also fell to a six-week low.
 Chinese and South Korean PET resin export prices diverged
in the week to 3 September, as the latter benefited from supply disruptions after Hurricane Ida ripped through the US Gulf
coast and shuttered multiple facilities.
 Asian MEG traded higher this week in line with firmer crude
futures. But negotiations were thin in the cfr China market as
consumers were on the sidelines.
 Chinese domestic PTA rebounded on Friday after falling for
four consecutive sessions since Monday. Negotiations in the
physical market picked up with more than 155,000t of deals
concluded during the week.
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Americas
Americas physical market weekly prices

Crude and gasoline
RBOB gasoline futures settled 1.7pc higher this week.
Hurricane Ida’s arrival in the US as a major storm happened quickly, with sharp strengthening to a category 4 event
during the final 24 hours prior to landfall. After hitting land,
the storm tracked along a path from Port Fourchon, Louisiana,
north-northeast and then north, crossing the Mississippi at
Garyville, Louisiana, and then passing east of Baton Rouge.
Damage and disruption has been considerable, with widespread power outages, road closures and gasoline shortages.
As for refining and petrochemicals facilities, the storm
track concentrated the most damaging winds and rains in a
corridor between Convent Marine Terminal and the Phillips 66
Alliance Refinery near Belle Chase, Louisiana. The resulting
area is a 100-mile long, meandering section of the Mississippi
that passes through places such as Garyville, Taft, Norco, St.
Charles, St. Rose and Meraux, Louisiana, as the waters head
towards Belle Chase, the Mississippi delta, and finally the Gulf
of Mexico at Head of Passes, Louisiana. The table in this section details the primary refining capacity at risk in this area,
and our understanding of the status of those operations.
In looking at the storm's impact, we do not include the
Lake Charles, Louisiana, area because the impact there was
comparatively minor, but we do factor in Pascagoula, Mississippi, as it was on the more damaging “dirty side” of the
storm. We also note that several of the larger refineries in the
lower river area do not recover finished aromatics, so do not
factor into the balance. Some refineries do produce heartcut, for example, which is shipped as an extraction feed for
aromatics recovery elsewhere, mostly benzene. We can assume that these flows will be interrupted to some extent but,
these heart-cut streams are of interest but not critical to the
finished aromatics balance.
For finished toluene, the lower Mississippi is known as
a net producing area, covering territory from Baton Rouge
downstream through New Orleans to Alliance, Louisiana. This
area has the capacity to produce close to 75,000t of toluene/ month, or 18,000 b/d, with a concentration upstream
around Baton Rouge. A decent proportion of the production is
integrated and consumed into conversion units, for paraxylene
or benzene. There is some commercial-grade type production
that arises from the styrene plants in Carville and Donaldsonville.
WTI crude futures rose sharply this week on falling US
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Timing
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-15.50

Toluene ¢/USG
Nitration grade USGC fob spot
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+10.77
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Americas physical market monthly averages
Timing

Average

±

Toluene
Nitration grade USGC fob spot

Jun

266.80

Jul

278.75

Aug*

282.10

-3.28

Mixed xylenes
USGC fob spot

Jun

251.80

Jul

273.88

Aug*

263.00

+2.37

*MTD until week of settlement

crude stocks while the White House pledged to help ease
gasoline shortages in areas hit by Hurricane Ida. Ida has hit
upstream, midstream and downstream companies severely in
the region. It may take a week to have a complete assessment
of the damage. Products prices will be pushed up. Up to 17pc
of US crude output and 5pc of dry gas production is affected
by the storm, while more than 45pc of US refining capacity is
in or near the path of the storm.
October Nymex light sweet crude futures increased by
$1.40/bl to settle at $69.99/bl.
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Operable refinery CDU capacity and aromatics product type, Lower Mississippi river
Operating Company

Location & State

CDU Capacity Aromatics

Chalmette Refining (PBF)

Chalmette LA

189,000 Product

ExxonMobil Refining

Baton Rouge LA

517,000 Product

Marathon Petroleum

Garyville LA

578,000 Feedstock

Phillips 66 Company

Alliance LA (Belle
Chasse)

255,000 Product

Placid Refining

Port Allen LA

75,000 Feedstock

b/d

Status as of 2 Sep
Precautionary shutdown; no significant reported damage; restricted river
navigation
Partial precautionary shutdown; no reported damage, commencing restart
procedures
Precautionary shutdown; loss of power; sustained unspecified "minor" damage; under repair; restart planning underway
Precautionary shutdown; suffered some localized flood damage; assessments
ongoing
Anticipated precautionary shutdown; no status updates

Shell Oil

Norco LA

250,000 Feedstock

Precautionary shutdown; total power loss; reported building damage; detailed assessments and restart planning ongoing

Valero Refining

Meraux LA

125,000 Feedstock

Precautionary shutdown; unconfirmed reports of damage to logistics infrastructure; assessments ongoing

Valero Refining

Norco LA (SCO)

215,000 Feedstock

Precautionary shutdown; no status updates
— Companies, EIA, US Coast Guard, Entergy, State of Louisiana, Argus

Estimated week-on-week US crude production rose by
100,000 b/d to 11.5 mn b/d. Year-on-year, production rose by
1.8 mn b/d. Total week-on-week inventories excluding the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve fell by 7.2 mn bl to 425.4 mn bl,
down from 432.6 mn bl in the week prior. Crude inventory
levels were 14.6pc lower than one year ago, down from 498.4
mn bl. Crude oil exports rose by 228,000 b/d to 3.040 mn b/d.
Crude imports climbed by 183,000 b/d to 6.340 mn b/d.
US refinery utilization ticked down to 91.3pc from the week
prior. Gross crude runs declined to 16.549 mn b/d, decreasing
by 218,000 b/d. Year-on-year, crude runs were higher by 2.244
mn b/d. Canadian refinery runs edged down by 1pc last week,
with all regions declining. Canadian refiners consumed an
average of 1.62 mn b/d in the week ended on 24 August, down
by 17,000 b/d from the prior seven-day period. The refinery
utilization rate fell by by 2pc at 93pc in western Canada, according to the Canada Energy Regulator. Utilization nationwide
was at 85pc, steady from the prior week and up from 68pc a
year earlier.
US gasoline demand increased by 6,000 b/d to 9.578 mn
b/d and inventories rose by 1.3 mn bl to 227.2 mn bl. The US
Gulf Coast gasoline cracks (vs. LLS) decreased by $0.83 on 31
August. Refinery yield estimates for gasoline fell by 0.1pc to
51.7pc. Week-on-week gasoline exports decreased by 445,000
b/d to 466,000 b/d, and imports increased by 62,000 b/d to
1.138 million b/d.
US crude stockpiles were drawn down by 7.2 mn bl in
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the week ended on Aug 27th, for the third straight week of
inventory reduction. A slight uptick in crude imports and a
small drop in refinery runs, which have averaged 16.7 mn b/d
through August, are contributing factors to the lower inventories that ahve not been this low since before the Covid-19
pandemic. Gasoline production has been strong for the second
consecutive week thanks to strong cracks while average demand has hovered around 9.4 mb b/d through August, caused
by large inventory draws in PADDs 1 and 2 and an increase in
exports last week.
RBOB gasoline futures settled 1.7pc up over the week,
increasing by 3.640¢/USG. At thursday's close, the price was
$2.19USG. Further along the forward curve, September gasoline futures decreased to $2.09USG this week, and October
gasoline futures fell to $2.05USG. Regular gasoline at the Colonial pipeline increased by 1.1pc to 223.10¢/USG over the week
ended on Aug 27th.
Regrade for conventional gasoline increased to 14¢/USG on
Thursday from last week at 9¢/USG on 27 August. Regrade for
RBOB also increased to 14¢/USG from last week at 13¢/USG.
In blend stocks, reformate increased by 0.6pc on the week,
settling at 252.10¢/USG. Toluene RBOB blend values rose by
2.0pc to 272.530¢/USG, and MX RBOB blend values increased
by 2.2pc to 280.00¢/USG. Alkylate also climbed over the week,
up to 234.10¢/USG on Thursday. Heavy naphtha increased by
0.8pc week-over-week to 178.350¢/USG. Raffinate increased by
1.3pc on the week, settling at 183.10¢/USG on Thursday.
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US spot STDP margins

Toluene
US toluene prices decreased by 3.5¢/USG this week to 274.0¢/
USG. The low and high price range was 269.0 ¢/USG and
274.0¢/USG.
Gasoline demand edged higher by 6,000 b/d to 9.578 mn
b/d while inventories climbed by 1.3 mn bl to 227.2 mn bl.
Prices rose on the back of Hurricane Ida, which disrupted
some oil and natural gas output and production at downstream
units in the US Gulf.
Most ongoing plant maintenance work will be over in Texas
and Canada by the end of September, which will boost demand from the chemical and solvent sectors. The drop in the
toluene price mirrored decreases in upstream energy, with
regular RBOB gasoline futures falling by 1.2pc to 209.40¢/USG.
Regrade RBOB increased this week to 14¢/USG from 13¢/USG
last week and kept the toluene RBOB blend value at 272.530¢/
USG on Thursday. Buying interest from blenders was lower,
as inventories of finished gasoline grew. Based on estimated
blend values, refiners have an incentive to extract toluene
from reformate, though each refiner has different blending
economics. The spread of toluene over reformate is 22¢/USG,
just above the preferred minimum extraction margin of about
10¢/USG. Spreads of toluene over reformate in earlier years
needed 15-20¢/USG to justify extraction.
After summer peak gasoline demand, steady gasoline
blending demand is supporting toluene prices. Strong chemical demand is expected to persist through the third quarter
and into the fourth due to plant feedstock availability, higher
freight costs and plant maintenance. Toluene, aside from a
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periodic solvents market for premium-quality, higher-priced
toluene, will hold firm as refiners balance production with
demand amid stable demand for US products like gasoline,
and higher expected demand of jet fuel and diesel, once concerns over the Covid-19 delta variant subside. Toluene will find
price stability, if extraction is limited and production remains
curbed with reformers running at reduced rates to match
demand. The gasoline market is exiting the low RVP gasoline
blending season. Toluene is set to remain in reformate at the
refinery level, while strong anticipated chemical demand will
support prices. However, the downside for toluene prices will
be capped by reduced operations at refiners and reformers
because Hurricane Ida shut some refineries.
Toluene discussions opened this week at 260-278¢/USG
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before widening by midweek to 255-280¢/USG. Spot later
traded at 280¢/USG for September. September nitration-grade
toluene (NGT) discussions held at parity again this week amid
expectations of sustained balanced fundaments. Commercialgrade toluene (CGT) was again discussed in a narrow range of
232-251¢/USG to set the assessment. The CGT price narrowed
to a 23-29¢/USG discount under NGT prices as solvent demand
stays strong and blending demand emerged as the primary
outlet for either grade.
In the chemical sector, interest in positive margins at
selective toluene disproportionation (STDP) units in the past
couple of weeks has been wavering between high and lows.
STDP unit margins lost strength this week from a high at 40.3¢/
USG to 26.5¢/USG on a spot basis on Thursday, which would
not justify running STDP units at elevated levels. This is still
much better than last year at the same time when spreads
of benzene over toluene narrowed and pressured margins.
For the next month, the spread will continue to be strong as
the Gulf coast recovers from the hurricane, supporting the
high price. Demand along the paraxylene (PX) chain remained
strong in the US, with PX producers preferring to curb domestic PX production and instead importing feedstock mixed
xylenes (MX) and PX due to higher freight costs.

Mixed xylenes
MX prices increased by 12.5¢/USG this week.
Hurricane Ida Impact: The lower Mississippi river is known
for possibly being a large net MX producing area, but large
portions of that capacity do not run because of the demise
of the large export market to Asia and the ready alternative
value in gasoline. Net merchant market volume is unlikely to
be in excess of 18,000t/month, or 4,300 b/d. This capability
is likely to be significantly hindered for some time as a result
of Hurricane Ida but the output can likely be covered from
elsewhere without too much heartburn. More details about
the affected refineries and petrochemical sites are covered in
the Toluene Americas section of this report.
MX prices increased by 12.5¢/USG this week to 262.5¢/USG.
Most MX is being left in reformate at refineries, with belownormal chemical demand. The spread of MX over reformate
is 10.40¢/USG, at the minimum extraction margin preference
point of about 10-20¢/USG.
There is periodic solvents demand and export opportunities, which support the MX market. MX prices were also
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supported this week by the MX RBOB blend value, which is
above 280¢/USG. Regular RBOB gasoline futures decreased by
1.2pc this week to 209.40¢/USG, despite increased overall MX
values. MX is at 10.4¢/USG premium over reformate, further
discouraging refiners from extracting MX from reformate. MX
extraction remains limited, so traders say that MX availability
is ample, particularly as major export opportunities are shut
on paper, apart from intra-Americas trading. Opportunities to
ship vessels to Asia improved because prices there have also
risen and derivative PX pricing holds at reduced levels as Chinese plants reduce PTA production because of weak PTA-PET
margins.
MX is set to remain supported by balanced supply and
demand as refiners limit refinery and reformer operations to
match rebounding US products demand for gasoline, jet fuel
and diesel. This will prevent MX supply from growing too much
as the summer driving season no longer requires as much highoctane blend stock. Moving into winter gasoline blending season, MX will fall back on chemical demand to support prices
enough to provide wide margins for PX producers to ramp up
operating rates. MX’s downside will be reined in by reduced
production at reformers, but ultimately the outlook for MX
pricing will rely on chemical demand after summer blending
winds down by mid-September.
MX discussions for 5211 quality opened this week at 245300¢/USG before bids settled at 250¢/USG-290¢/USG by midweek. Discussions later stabilized to 260-280¢/USG.
Production from non-selective toluene disproportionation
units remains steady, with operators running as needed,
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primarily to meet contractual obligation for feedstock MX to
PX producers or to internally consume co-product benzene.
Benzene’s narrow 49.0¢/USG spread over toluene kept spotbasis and contract-basis margin economics positive.
Toluene spread with MX has been mostly around 15.9¢/
USG since January. However, the MX spread with benzene has
steadily increased this year from 40.6¢/USG to 92.3¢/USG. The
spread widened as US refiners need to produce benzene because Asian benzene is being utilized there because of steep
freights cost and increased styrene capacity in China.

The orthoxylebne (OX) contract price fell by 3.7pc, or 5.3 ¢/
lb, in August amid declining crude prices. But September
prices are expected to increase amid gasoline shortages due to
hurricane-related refinery shutdowns in Louisiana.
The PA-OX price spread has been wavering around 16¢/
lb to 20¢/lb in the past 12 months amid strong demand from
the construction sector. US spending on private construction
in the latest month has increased by 0.3pc while public sector
construction spending rose by 0.7pc, led by a 2.3pc increase in
the power sector, 1.9pc for highways and street and 1.7pc for
commercial buildings, the US Census Bureau reported.
¢/lb
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price will not be supported. Asian prices have also been
hovering around crude prices, but as crude futures decline,
PX prices will decline further and bring the North American
contract price down.
Chinese and South Korean plants plan maintenance in
September and October. Port congestion is cutting interest
from buyers, further weakening PX prices. A flat naphtha price
amid crude price increases is supporting the PX-naphtha price
spread. The spread has widened from 8¢/lb to 13¢/lb in the
past 12 months.
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Paraxylene
The August PX contract price settled at 48¢/lb, nearly a rollover from July's 48.5 ¢/lb. Higher feedstock costs for toluene and xylenes in June and July supported the small price
increase.
However, with the crude price around $70/bl, a higher
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of reduced margins along the PET chain and steep freight
costs. China's Honggang Petrochemical plans to upgrade equipment in mid-September. In the US, Hurricane Ida slammed
into coastal Louisiana, shutting down plants while they assess
damage and prepare for repairs. Plants supplying feedstock
for the PX-PTA-PET value chain, such as acetic acid, glycol
and xylene have shut down. This will increase feedstock costs
for at least the next few months. Increases in freight cost will
stress margins at Asian and European plants.

The August PTA price is unchanged from July at 50.49¢/
lb. The price for September and October price is expected to
rise amid supply concerns,higher crude futures, and expensive freight costs. PET-PTA spreads have been trending higher
since January, going from 27¢/lb to 44¢/lb. M US and Canadian
plants are undergoing maintenance. A few plants are running
at reduced rates due to amid feedstock availability concerns
and high freight cost from Asia, which are supporting higher US
prices.

Europe
Crude and naphtha

Europe physical market weekly prices

North Sea Dated crude rose above $74/bl this week, reaching
its highest in a month, after US crude stocks fell by 7.2mn bl
to 425.3mn bl and their lowest since September 2019. The continued impact of Hurricane Ida weighed on supply and demand
in the US, with most offshore production still shut late in the
week. About 94pc of offshore output, or 1.7mn b/d, was shut
as of 2 September. But this was offset by a sharp reduction in
refinery runs, with 2.3mn b/d of Louisiana refining capacity
forced off line early in the week. Gains were capped by the
Opec+ decision to push through with plans to raise output,
with the group’s collective production set to rise by a further
400,000 b/d in October.
Naphtha recovered from early losses to end the week at
$657.75/t. But margins to Ice Brent narrowed to $0.60/bl, a
three-week low, amid ample supply. European naphtha availability has been supported by a recovery in European refinery
$/t

North Sea Dated, Eurobob and naphtha barge
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nc
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nc
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nc

runs, as well as imports from the US. The arbitrage to AsiaPacific was open, with further cargoes fixed along the route.
Gasoline declined early in the week before rising to
NWE Toluene contract, spot and blend
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Europe

Toluene
Toluene prices rose later in the week following gains in the
crude and gasoline markets.
The September toluene contract price was confirmed at
$750/t, a fall of $60/t from August and the lowest since April.
Negotiations proved difficult with buyers and sellers far apart
in their initial positions, with premiums to front-month gasoline swaps discussed at $35-65/t. Consumers pointed towards
low domestic demand and ample supply, while producers
looked to cover their extraction costs and potential exports to
the US. Some contracts were agreed using a fallback formula.
Spot TDI-grade prices firmed as the gasoline market
strengthened, with material discussed at a wide $40-55/t
premium to September gasoline swaps. Trading activity was
limited as consumers and producers remained far apart.
Domestic demand remains under pressure from downstream TDI shutdowns, with a 250,000 t/yr Hungarian unit
down until the end of this month, while a 300,000 t/yr German
unit will be also be down for planned maintenance.
Conversion margins weakened following falls in the
benzene market, with the benzene-toluene spread at about
$200/t. Hydrodealkylation economics remain positive on
paper, while selective disproportionation margins have been
supported by relative strength in the PX market.
Export demand weakened as the week progressed as falls
in the US market narrowed the US-Europe spread. Wide bidoffer ranges in the US also kept trading firms cautious of sourc-
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$732.75/t on 3 September. Flooding along the US Atlantic coast
‒ with New York and New Jersey declaring a state of emergency ‒ weighed on the outlook for export demand. The impact
on demand or supply is still unclear but should dampen road
fuel demand overall in the region and offset some of recent
supply disruption on the US Gulf coast caused by Hurricane
Ida. Export interest dropped this week, with about 785,000t of
European gasoline fixed for export, down from 1.2mn t a week
earlier. Transatlantic bookings halved to just 430,000t, while
around 300,000t was fixed to west Africa. Supply in northwest
Europe remains tight, with independently held gasoline stocks
in the ARA region falling to a five-year low of 665,000t. Stocks
are down by 53pc from the previous year and 29pc below 2019
levels.
The euro strengthened against the US dollar, ending the
week at $1.1872/€1.
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ing further export material as some struggled to find US buyers
for import cargoes. Western Europe exported more than
10,000t of toluene to the US in June, slightly below the 11,000t
exported in July. Export interest waned in late June and early
July as the arbitrage window closed, but further cargoes were
fixed in the second half of July and into August.
Domestic supply is ample, with refinery run rates rising in
August as margins improved from July’s level of close to 75pc.
Run rates in Germany were particularly firm, rising to nearly
80pc in July. But European rates remain well below the 85pc
utilisation rate seen in 2019. Persistently reduced rates since
the start of the coronavirus pandemic have capped toluene
production from reformate.
Weak spot premiums to gasoline have encouraged some
producers to cut back extraction rates, helping to limit the
build-up of length in the European market.
Demand for other components remained relatively muted.
Reformate remains in ample supply, with light 99 Ron material
discussed mainly at high single-digit premiums to front-month
gasoline swaps. Higher-octane material was indicated at premiums of $10-15/t. Interest in exports from northwest Europe
and the Mediterranean region remain, with a 35,000-37,000t
cargo loaded early in the week from Turkey to the US Atlantic
coast. Alkylate was slightly better supported, with prices indicated at a 1.19-1.20 factor to Eurobob oxy-grade. Demand from
blenders for toluene and MX was muted and held at a $30-35/t
premium to September gasoline swaps. Overall demand is
under pressure from the end of the peak summer driving sea-
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Europe
son this weekend and the approaching switch to winter-grade
gasoline specifications at the end of this month.

Mixed xylenes
MX edged higher towards the end of the week as the gasoline
market recovered.
The prompt market is balanced-to-tight, with supply
increasing slightly as refinery run rates have risen through August. But utilisation rates remain well below their pre-Covid-19
level and have restricted any build-up of length.
Spot material was mostly discussed either side of a $75/t
premium to September gasoline swaps. Demand is fairly firm,
with higher quality, low non-aromatics material limited in
availability.
Shell’s 140,000 b/d Wesseling refinery in Germany is down
for planned maintenance that will last until early October. The
site hosts a 250,000 t/yr MX unit. Production at the associated
170,000 b/d Godorf refinery is not affected.

Orthoxylene
OX is balanced-to-tight, with demand remaining healthy despite downstream maintenance.
The arbitrage from Asia-Pacific remained open, with
product from the region being offered into Europe. But buyers
were cautious of sourcing imports as most remained covered
by their contractual volumes, while domestic demand has
been curtailed by downstream turnarounds in August and
September.
Planned maintenance at an Indian unit in August limited
product available for export to Europe, but increased cargoes
are expected to arrive later in the month.

Phthalic anhydride
PA demand is firm, supported by continued strength in the
construction industry. Demand traditionally eases off into the
fourth quarter, but there are some expectations that it will
hold up better than usual over the winter months because of
the backlog of construction work across the continent.
Supply will remain reduced throughout the rest of this
month because of a planned turnaround at a 30,000 t/yr
Swedish unit and a 48,000 t/yr unit in Belarus. Production was
already curtailed throughout August because of maintenance
at Spanish and Austrian units.

Paraxylene
PX prices held fairly steady, tracking the volatility in the upstream energy markets.
Spot activity was limited, with prompt material heard to
be limited in availability as PTA consumers have been taking
maximum contractual volumes.
Supply is expected to improve later this month as downstream PTA units begin their seasonal maintenance, with
excess PX expected to be exported to the US.

PTA
The PTA market is tight, caused by reduced imports, firm
demand and upcoming shutdowns. Planned maintenance at a
600,000 t/yr PTA unit in Poland later this month will restrict
available supply into the fourth quarter.
Demand into PET remains firm, as most domestic producers continue to run at high rates to take advantage of reduced
imports. But demand for PTA could come under pressure later
this month if availability of co-feedstock MEG tightens on
reduced imports from the US.

Asia-Pacific
Crude and naphtha
Crude prices rose after Hurricane Ida caused the shutdown
of nearly all offshore US crude production. Falling US crude
stocks also buoyed prices.
US crude stocks fell by 7.2mn bl to 425.4mn bl last week,
to the lowest level in about two years, according to the Energy
Information Administration.
But price gains were capped by the prospect of rising sup-
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plies. The Opec+ alliance has decided to stick to its plan to
increase crude production next month. As agreed in July, the
group's collective quota will rise by another 400,000 b/d in
October. Dubai swaps rose to $70.58/bl on Friday, up by $1.73/
bl compared with Monday.
Naphtha's market structure flipped back into backwardation. The prompt market strengthened after several Asian
petrochemical producers emerged to buy more than 2.2mn bl
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Asia-Pacific
of naphtha to take advantage of the weaker market. Naphtha
prices rose to $671.13/t by Friday, up by $7.38/t compared with
Monday.

Asia physical market weekly prices

S Korea fob spot

Toluene

S Korea fob spot

Toluene prices rose again this week along with gains in crude
futures and higher settlements in downstream prices.
Offers were initially lower in the fob South Korea market
at $745/t for October loading against buying ideas of $742/t on
2 September. But selling indications rose today to $755/t on
higher crude futures and gains in downstream mixed xylenes.
South Korean producers continued to supply cargoes to
their domestic term takers given a higher toluene disproportionation (TDP) margin and stronger demand in the toluene
diisocyanate (TDI) sector. The higher TDI demand also led to
rare offers from China at $770-780/t fob China for September
loadings this week, according to market participants.
Discussions to import cargoes on a cfr China basis were
limited. Prices were mostly following the trend in the fob
South Korea market. Domestic demand in the blending sector
remained weak with ex-tank prices dropping to 5,580-5,650
yuan/t, down by Yn70/t or about $755-766/t on an import parity basis. Inventories were lower at 64,200t, down by 10,400t
compared with last session.
China imported 25,375t of toluene in July, down by 9,916t
from June. Taiwan exported the most to China at 11,487t, followed by South Korea at 8,109t, Thailand at 2,909t and Japan
at 2,864t.
Demand for toluene in southeast Asia remained weak be$/t

Freight rates
Size t

Low High

Mid

±

Toluene/MX
South Korea-China

2,000-3,000

30

Southeast Asia-China

2,000-3,000

Southeast Asia-India

2,000-3,000

nc

Timing

$/t
Low

High

±

Oct

742.00

757.00

+6.00

Nov

742.00

757.00

+6.00

Toluene

S Korea fob marker
China cfr spot

Oct

752.00

China cfr spot

Nov

752.00

China cfr marker
E China domestic ex-tank Yn/t

750.60

+2.00

767.00

+6.00

767.00

+6.00

760.60

+2.00

5,580.00

5,650.00 -35.00

Southeast Asia cfr spot

780.00

800.00 +20.00

India cfr spot

800.00

820.00 +25.00

India domestic ex-tank Rs/kg

67.00

69.00

+2.00
-1.00

Mixed xylenes
Isomer S Korea fob spot

Oct

766.00

777.00

Isomer S Korea fob spot

Nov

766.00

777.00

-1.00

774.20

-0.20

Isomer S Korea fob marker
Isomer Taiwan cfr spot

Oct

784.00

795.00

-1.00

Isomer Taiwan cfr spot

Nov

784.00

795.00

-1.00

Isomer Taiwan cfr marker

792.20

-0.20

Solvent S Korea fob spot

700.00

710.00

nc

Solvent China cfr spot

730.00

740.00

nc

Paraxylene
S Korea fob spot

Oct

869.00

891.00

-4.00

S Korea fob spot

Nov

868.00

892.00

-5.00

S Korea fob marker

881.13

-7.94

Taiwan cfr spot

Oct

887.00

909.00

-4.00

Taiwan cfr spot

Nov

886.00

910.00

-5.00

Taiwan cfr marker

899.13

-7.94

China cfr spot

Oct

887.00

909.00

-4.00

China cfr spot

Nov

886.00

910.00

-5.00

China cfr marker

899.13

-7.94

Southeast Asia cfr spot

Oct

877.00

899.00

-4.00

Southeast Asia cfr spot

Nov

876.00

900.00

-5.00

889.13

-7.94

Southeast Asia cfr marker
Asia cfr contract price

Mar

870.00

nc

Asia Argus contract price

Mar

870.00

nc

Sinopec delivered Yn/t

na

na

na

Sinopec delivered import parity

na

na

na

33

32

38

41

40

nc

S Korea fob spot

800.00

850.00

nc

33

37

35

nc

Southeast Asia cfr spot

830.00

880.00

nc

cfr China

830.00

880.00

nc

cfr India

835.00

895.00

nc

PX
South Korea-China

5,000

23

25

24

nc

South Korea-China

10,000

21

23

22

nc

Orthoxylene

PA flakes cfr northeast Asia

950.00

1,000.00

nc

PA flakes cfr southeast Asia spot

950.00

1,000.00

nc

Southeast Asia-China

5,000

34

36

35

nc

Southeast Asia-China

10,000

32

34

33

nc

Mideast Gulf-China/Taiwan range

10,000

49

53

51

nc

Mideast Gulf-China/Taiwan range

15,000

45

48

46

nc

West coast India-China/Taiwan range

10,000

48

50

49

nc

MEG cfr China spot

West coast India-China/Taiwan range

15,000

44

46

45

nc

MEG contract price
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650.00
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Asia-Pacific
cause of Covid-19 infections. Vietnam was heard not importing
for now because of lockdowns. Thailand was offering a 2,000t
prompt cargo at a premium of $5-10/t to fob South Korea assessments. Indonesia might see an uptick in demand as the
country will ease movement restrictions soon, according to
market participants. Sporadic deals were done this week at
$780-800/t cfr Indonesia for September arrivals.
Inventories in India declined to low levels given limited
incoming vessels, and the fall underpinned domestic prices.
Ex-tank prices at the ports of Kandla and Mumbai edged up to
67-69 rupees/kg this week, up by Rs2.25/kg. September-arrival
cargoes are expected to arrive in the next few weeks, which
could ease supply shortages in India. Discussions to import on
a cfr India basis were at a premium of $75/t to fob South Korea
assessments, equivalent to $800-820/t cfr.

Mixed xylenes
Isomer-grade mixed xylene (MX) prices held stable on the
week given a lack of discussions. MX adjusted lower in line
with broader aromatics prices later in the week but rebounded
a day after gains in crude futures.
The differential between MX and downstream paraxylene
(PX) narrowed by $7/t to $125/t, just about the minimum
required level of $120-140/t for most standalone PX producers
to cover their costs.
Discussions were muted for the fob South Korea and cfr
Taiwan sectors most of the week as market participants maintained a wait-and-see stance given uncertain demand balance
from PX. A buyer only returned to the market on Friday, making a deal at $775/t fob for an October-loading cargo.
Toluene premium to cfr Japan naphtha

$/t

China’s Hengli Petrochemical will shut its one of three
reformers and one of two PX units to expand PX capacity in
second-half September for three weeks. Each reformer can
produce 3.2mn t/yr of reformate, which is the main source of
aromatics including benzene, toluene and xylene. The producer has a combined capacity of 4.5mn t/yr of PX and will
add another 250,000 t/yr during the maintenance. Hengli has
been buying MX from the spot market to run its downstream
PX units at full rates.
China's domestic market rose by 40-80 yuan/t from a week
ago that ended discussions at 5,850-5,900 yuan/t ex-tank for
prompt cargoes or about $795/t on an import parity basis.
Inventories in east China continued to fall by 9,700t from last
week to 45,000t this week.
Solvent grade mixed xylenes (SMX) prices were stable this
week with more discussions in the fob South Korea market,
despite still-weak buying interest because of subdued demand
in China and southeast Asia.
A sole offer for October loading emerged in the fob South
Korea market at $720/t this week. The offer was later lowered
to $710/t without meeting any takers.
In China, demand for SMX in the blending sector remained
weak. Buying interest dissipated with market participants
only looking to consume domestic supply. Inventories in east
China were still high at 19,200t this week, down by 700t from
the previous session. Cfr China prices were assessed stable on
limited discussions.
Southeast Asia continued to see weaker demand because
of Covid-19. Supply in Indonesia was ample with a key distributor slashing its list price to $790/t for delivered molecules.
cfr Taiwan paraxylene premium to MX
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Most distributors kept their list price at $800/t delivered to
stay afloat in the business. A deal was heard done at $745/t cfr
southeast Asia, although no further details could be confirmed.

Orthoxylene
Asia-Pacific orthoxylene (OX) prices held steady during the
week to 3 September on muted discussions.
Buying indications for 2H September/1H October cfr China
deliveries were largely steady on the week at $830/t. There
was an offer for an October cfr China delivery mid-week at
$880-890/t but it could not be confirmed if any deals concluded.
Supplies of OX remained limited through the Asia-Pacific as
most producers are fully committed and do not have spot volumes to offer. Comparatively higher netbacks from maximising
co-product paraxylene yields also meant that producers were
reluctant to increase OX extraction rates.
Feedstock MX prices were steady from the previous week
at around $775/t fob Korea by the close of business on Friday.

Paraxylene
Weaker downstream PTA and polyester sectors pressured paraxylene (PX) prices. Production margins over feedstock naphtha
also fell sharply to a six-week low of $235/t cfr during the
week to 3 September from $260-265/t a week earlier.
The supply and demand outlook balance in October and
November for PX remained unclear because of changes in production plans across PX and PTA units in China.
China's Hengli Petrochemical plans to have maintenance at
one of three reformers and one of two downstream PX units at
$/t

Toluene-gasoline blend value

its Dalian complex in the second half of September for three
weeks, expanding production capacity at a PX unit from the
current 2.25mn t/yr to 2.5mn t/yr. The company has not fixed
expansion plans for the other 2.25mn t/yr PX unit. But the
PX unit's shutdown may have minimal impact as Hengli is also
mulling a turnaround at one of its 2.2mn-2.5mn t/yr PTA units
at the same time.
Fujia Dahua, also based in Dalian, is mulling a turnaround
at its 1.4mn t/yr PX unit in October for 30-45 days.
Production in South Korea is set to decrease in October as
GS Caltex undergoes a turnaround at its No.2 400,000 t/yr PX
unit in Yeosu from early October for 40 days. Lotte Chemical is
also planning a one-month turnaround at its No.2 525,000 t/yr
PX unit in Ulsan from mid-October.
Buyers returned to the market to pick up some bargains
this week as prices declined in line with downstream PTA
while feedstock values stayed firm. SKGC Singapore bought an
October-arrival Asia-origin cargo at $909/t cfr from TotalEnergies on Monday. More trades were settled slightly below $900/t
cfr during the middle of the week, purchased by BP and SKGC.
GS Caltex purchased two October cargoes at $887-888/t cfr
on the Argus Open Markets platform on 2 September, sold by
Samsung C&T and TotalEnergies. November cargoes were bid
at $1-3/t lower than the September bids but failed to meet any
keen sellers until the end of assessment week.
The September-October intermonth spread was assessed at
a contango of $1/t, stable on the week. The October-November backwardation was at $0.50-2/t. Premiums for October
and November deliveries were discussed at $2-4/t, down by
$1-2/t from a week earlier.
PX-toluene, BZ-toluene, MX-toluene spreads
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PTA
Chinese domestic PTA rebounded on Friday after falling for
four consecutive sessions since Monday. Negotiations in the
physical market picked up with more than 155,000t of deals
concluded during the week. Transaction volumes were bolstered as Hengli Petrochemical made purchases to support
prices while consumers restocked.
Demand remained largely slow, and this weighed on deals
from 4,990 yuan/t to Yn4,780/t on a delivered basis from Monday to Thursday. Discounts against the TA2201 futures contract
also widened from Yn55-60/t to Yn70-75/t. Market hopes for
stronger polyester demand lifted deals on Friday to Yn4,890/t
on a delivered basis and narrowed discounts to Yn65-70/t.
Market participants expect polyester operating rates to pick
up to 90pc in September, 3-4 percentage points higher than in
the second half of August.

Honggang Petrochemical plans to have a 15-day maintenance at one of its two trains at its 2.4mn t/yr No.2 PTA line in
mid-September. They have plans for an equipment upgrade at
its 1.5mn t/yr No.1 PTA line in late October to lower production cost and reduce emissions. This upgrade will take 30-40
days to complete. Sichuan Shengda shut its 1mn t/yr PTA line
on Monday for a 15-day maintenance, while Xinjiang Zhongtai plans to restart its 1.2mn t/yr PTA unit next week after a
month-long turnaround.
In the cfr China market, manufacturers maintained offers
at $720-725/t but buying ideas were at $650-670/t cfr China.
No deals were concluded.
Tight container space and high freight rates curtailed negotiations in the Taiwan and South Korea export markets and no
deals were done despite buying interest from Indian consumers.

Pet resin
¢/lb

PET-PX spread
Spread (PET-PX)
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PET resin market prices
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Americas
PET-PX price spreads in uptrend in the US
PET prices had been trending upwards amid supply concerns. Hurricane Ida has impacted the feedstock supply. Also,
there was a fire at Indorama’s PET resin in Brazil resulted into
shut down, the week of Aug 16. The PET resin margins are impacted by lower product prices amid increased freight cost in
Asia. The PET-PX price spread in US has increased from 20.9¢/
lb in Sept 2020 to 35.7¢/lb in Aug 2021.
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cfr US/Canada contract

Aug

80.00

na

85.00

cfr Mexico contract

Aug

81.00

na

86.00

cfr South America contract

Aug

79.00

na

84.00

Recycled chip cfr N. America contract

Aug

82.00

na

87.00

Europe $/t
cfr northern Europe contract

Jul

1,188.35

na 1,259.66

cfr Germany/France contract

Jul

1,194.30

na 1,265.60

cfr UK contract

Jul

1,229.95

na 1,325.01

cfr southern Europe contract

Jul

1,170.53

na 1,241.83

cfr eastern Europe contract

Jul

1,158.65

na 1,241.83

Asia-Pacific $/t
Bottle chips fob South Korea

1,000.00

na 1,090.00

Bottle chips fob China

940.00

na

960.00

PIA cfr China

860.00

-

900.00

PIA ex-warehouse China domestic rmb/t

6,600.00

- 6,800.00

MEG
MEG prices trending up 33-37 ¢/lb
MEG prices had been trending up 727-815 $/t (33-37¢/lb)
range amid reduced capacity utilization / production at couple
of production units, due to ethylene shortage (Steam cracker
being down in Canada till September end), the supply concern
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Pet resin
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MEG-Ethane spread vs coproducts
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remains. September benchmark price is out for MEG at 45¢/lb
and DEG at 66¢/lb. Increased ethane price in recent weeks has
tightened the MEG margins, however supply concerns has kept
the market in balance.
MEG price had been hovering around ethylene price for last
one year. The MEG-naphtha spread range from 9 ¢/lb to 13.4 ¢/
lb in the last 12 months. Decreasing naphtha price has helped
the MEG-naptha spread since March 2021 (after winter storm
in Texas). The spread between polyolefins (LLDPE/HDPE) and
naphtha has doubled from 22 ¢/lb to 44 ¢/lb in last year amid
strong polyolefins demand.

Europe
High container freight rates are continuing to disrupt PET and
feedstock PTA movements into Europe, tightening European
availability and encouraging domestic producers to run at high
rates.
Western Europe’s net imports of PET dropped to just
250,000t in the first six months of this year, down from
335,000t during the same period a year earlier and more than
510,000t in the first half of 2019. The sharp decline was caused
by the logistical issues of bringing cargoes in from Asia-Pacific
as high volumes of container freight limited movements along
the route and caused delays.
Europe instead has attracted increased imports from Turkey and Egypt as importers looked closer to home. A total of
77,000t was imported from Turkey in the first half of this year,
up from less than 40,000t last year and 45,000t a year earlier.
Imports from Egypt increased to 22,400t in the first six months
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of 2021, compared with 20,900t in the first half of last year but
below the 38,000t imported in the first half of 2019.
MEG
Imports from the US are expected to be reduced and delayed
through September following the impact of Hurricane Ida. The
full impact of the hurricane is still being assessed with the
damage to any US units remaining uncertain. But this will add
to production woes and likely continue reduced US exports to
Europe that had previously been caused by shutdowns and the
impact of the winter storm at the start of this year.
MEG from Asia-Pacific continues to be sourced by European
buyers as they look to avoid provisional anti-dumping duties on
Saudi Arabian and US material. The implementation of the duties has also allowed for domestic producers to ramp up rates
and increase their margins.
A delayed full settlement for the August MEG contract
price is expected to be confirmed, along with a September
settlement.

Asia-Pacific
Chinese and South Korean PET resin export prices diverged in
the week to 3 September, as the latter benefited from supply
disruptions after Hurricane Ida ripped through the US Gulf
coast and shuttered multiple facilities. China-origin PET resin
on the other hand is subject to punitive import tariffs linked to
the ongoing China-US trade war and thus unable to take advantage of the supply disruptions.
Several major Chinese producers still concluded large-volume deals early in the week on the back of supply disruptions
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Pet resin
in South America, though discussion levels fell from $950-960/t
to $940-945/t fob China. A force majeure at Indorama’s Brazilian production line led to enquiries for Chinese PET bottle
chips from mid-August, generating more than 30,000t of deals
for prompt shipments during 20-31 August. Demand subsequently slowed, and softer feedstock PTA values later pressured offers to $950-955/t fob but buying indications retreated
to $935-940/t fob. Only mid-sized deals were concluded at
$940-945/t fob over Wednesday to Friday.
In the Chinese domestic market, transaction volumes
contracted marginally compared with mid-August as major
beverage companies already completed restocking. Some small
companies and preform producers were still making purchases
this week, but deal levels edged down from 6,750 yuan/t to
Yn6,650-6,700/t ex-warehouse.
South Korean producers raised offers, taking advantage
of the supply disruptions in the US, and concluded deals for
several cargoes at $1,060-1,090/t fob Busan. European buyers
placed bids at $980-990/t fob Busan, which were rejected by
sellers.
On the production front, Indorama Ventures Guangdong
restarted its 400,000 t/yr production line in late August.
Sanfangxiang restarted a 250,000 t/yr unit early this week as
orders picked up. But South Korea’s Lotte Chemical plans to
shut three production lines at Ulsan with a combined capacity
of 450,000 t/yr from late September for an overhaul.
PIA
Chinese domestic PIA prices edged down this week on the
back of slow demand.
Despite a ramp-up in operating rates in the PET bottle
chip sector, consumers were still unwilling to make purchases on expectations that sufficient supplies would cap PIA
prices. Yisheng Petrochemical lowered offers by 100 yuan/t
to Yn6,600/t ex-warehouse. Import material was offered at
Yn6,800-6,900/t ex-warehouse early this week, before sellers
adjusted them lower to Yn6,700/t in the second half of the
week. Some deals were concluded at Yn6,600-6,800/t during
the week.
In the cfr China market, manufacturers offered prompt
shipments at $900-910/t on Monday but later lowered prices to
$880-900/t cfr China in line with dips in domestic PIA values.
But buying indications were around $850-860/t cfr China.
FCFC shut down its 200,000 t/yr unit in Taiwan last week
for a two-month turnaround. South Korea's Lotte Chemical also
plans to shut down its 380,000 t/yr PIA unit in October, in line
with a planned overhaul of its PET units.
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MEG
Asian MEG traded higher this week in line with firmer crude
futures. But negotiations were thin in the cfr China market as
consumers were on the sidelines.
Slow PET fiber sales curtailed demand for spot material but
firmer crude futures lifted MEG prices through the week. Deal
levels for prompt shipments rose by $10-15/t from $660/t to
$670-675/t cfr China. Trading firms were enquiring for October
shipments on expectations that heavy maintenance plans in
China would lift prices in the coming months.
Premiums against the EG2201 futures contract also widened on expectations of supply tightness in October-November. Several cargoes traded at premiums of 90-95 yuan/t on
Thursday and Friday, Yn35-40/t higher than the previous week.
Deal levels rose from Yn5,100/t to Yn5,240/t ex-tank through
the week.
MEG inventories at east China main ports declined marginally to 583,000t this week.
On the production front, Fujian Gulei Petrochemical plans
to restart its 700,000 t/yr MEG unit next week. Fujian Refining
and Chemical and Sinochem Quanzhou are planning overhauls
from late October to November at their 400,000 t/yr and
500,000 t/yr production lines, respectively. These, together
with CNOOC-Shell's planned turnaround in late October, will
see MEG supplies in south China decrease significantly in the
fourth quarter. Lianyungang Petrochemical is also mulling
maintenance at its two 900,000 t/yr MEG lines in late September, in line with a turnaround at its upstream cracker. MEG
supplies early in the fourth quarter will be significantly lower
than August-September.
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